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Ladies. Esteem yours,

The city and the E.I. Today the body and soul at work. As an American of the Century the subject of the 13th Corp. of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was sent only one lamp. He said it.

The General Electric Company was a Edison's invention. Electric generators Edison's first lamp-hand-made, when And this development commenced with the subject of the Century's Electric Lighting.

LIEUT. O'NEIL DIES

(Continued from page 1)

the story of your study lamp

If you were studying by an old carbon lamp and modestly a modern, sun-like Mazda lamp were thrust into the room, the contrast would be fascinating. Fast instant would unfold the result of thirty years' development, research and manufacturing in electric lighting.

And this development commenced with Edison's first lamp—hard-made, when electric lighting was rare.

The General Electric Company was a pioneer in foreseeing the possibilities of Edison's invention. Electric generators and equipment systems led to the design and construction of apparatus used to supply current from far-away waterfalls and fuel-burning power stations.

With power lines well distributed over the country, the use of electric lighting extended. Street lighting developed from the flickering arc to the present white way. Electric signs and floodlights mood to our already pretty streets. A remarkable shift from the highly lighted streets of the past to the shifted by a sun-like Mazda lamp, and many lamps were produced for the minor's headlight and side windows.

While the making of the electrical industry, with its many, many firms, was not a new thing, the U.S. Electric Company's laboratories continued to improve and extend its training and distributing facilities were provided, and the effects of the lamp, which is three times as efficient as the lamp of a few years ago.


Scientific Instruments

Two Banks Offices in the Back Bay
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Du Pont American Dyestuffs
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The Bannants
These University Popular Standards Have Been Recently Dated at The Brunswick

Music for Dancing in the Cafe from 3 until 11 P. M.

Music in the Egyptian Room from 8:30 until 10:30

This will prove pleasant news to young ladies.

Hotel Lector under same management.

Dancing Daily from 9:30 to 10:30

L. C. FOSTER, Managing Director.